Shared Content Leadership Group

Meeting Minutes, October 11, 2019

Present: Jo Anne Newyear Ramirez (B), Bob Heyer-Gray (D), John Renaud (I), Jim Dooley (M), Dave Schmitt (SD), Sarah McClung (SF), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Kerry Scott (SC), Ivy Anderson (CDL), Becky Imamoto (LAUC)
Absent: Alison Scott (LA–chair), Tiffany Moxham (R)

Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review

- Notes from the September 27, 2019, meeting were reviewed and approved.
- Procedure for communications from Council of University Librarians (CoUL) was confirmed.

Project TRANSFORM Working Group (PTWG)/ Transformative Agreement Implementation Group (TAIG)

- Communication strategies and SCLG’s role in PTWG decision-making were discussed.

CDL Licensing Updates

Interim staffing: Roxanne Peck, Program Director of Content, Acquisitions and Resource Sharing at UCSD, will assist with CDL’s licensing efforts while two licensing positions are vacant and in recruitment

Open Positions: We welcome your nominations and self-nominations. Please contact Ivy Anderson with any questions.

- Licensed Content Development Coordinator
  (note: this position has been re-titled from Shared Content Services Coordinator) [https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=62048](https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=62048) (Hiring Range: $90,000~$95,000)
- Assistant Director for Systemwide Licensing
  [https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61948](https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61948) (Hiring Range: $125,000~$135,000)

Usage Statistics (Demo sessions) – CDL implementing RedLink Consortia Dashboard for campuses to track usage statistics of systemwide licensed contents. We will hold two one-hour demos to roll out campus Library Dashboards for selected campus library staff to pilot the Dashboards before a wider roll out to other library staff.

CDL Acquisitions (Reminder) – FreshDesk Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Software – CDL Acquisitions implemented FreshDesk to track customer inquiries and CDL Acquisitions’ responses. Please use cdlacq@cdlib.org to contact CDL Acquisitions, instead of individual email addresses.

Licenses / OA Agreements

- Licensing status (request CDL password) - Updates are temporarily on hold due to staff vacancies. Thanks for your patience.

• **Elsevier eBooks Front File, 2020-2022** – SCLG approved the CDL proposal, and the license amendment has been signed.

• **Elsevier Health Science ebooks 2019** – Agreement was finalized and has been signed.

• **Elsevier Health Science ebooks 2020-2022** – The license will be signed soon.

• **Elsevier Journals** -- Please see the OSC website for the status of the journal negotiation: [https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/open-access-at-uc/publisher-negotiations/uc-and-elsevier/](https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/open-access-at-uc/publisher-negotiations/uc-and-elsevier/).

• **Journal of Medical Internet Research (JMIR)** – CDL is completing a draft memorandum of understanding that will govern an arrangement to support UC publication in JMIR.

• **LexisNexis API Options for TDM (REST & bulk)** – Contrary to our hope and in spite of our diligent efforts, a CDL license for LexisNexis TDM services will not go forward.

• **O'Reilly Higher Education (OHE) 2020-2022** (Previously known as Safari Books Online) – CDL will be reconfirming SCLG interest in going forward given the sub-optimal authentication options that must be worked out individually at each campus.

• **Public Library of Science (PLOS)** – CDL met with representatives from PLOS to discuss the possibility of an agreement to support UC authors publishing in PLOS journals, as part of our broader transformative strategy to create a more level playing field between subscription and native OA publishers.

• **SAGE Journals (2020), Web of Science, and other outstanding major renewals** – CDL will provide further updates soon.

**Completed**


• **CINAHL Complete (Ebsco)** – CINAHL Complete is now a Tier 2 resource, replacing CINAHL Full Text for upgrading campuses. [https://cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2019/10/08/new-resource-cinahl-complete/](https://cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2019/10/08/new-resource-cinahl-complete/)

• **Early English Books (Chadwyck Healey / ProQuest)** – Early English Books moved to the ProQuest platform on August 22, with dual access through the end of the year. SCP replaced URLs for 130,000+ records and all linked to the ProQuest platform in September. [https://cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2019/08/29/early-english-books-online-eebo-migrates-to-the-proquest-platform/](https://cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2019/08/29/early-english-books-online-eebo-migrates-to-the-proquest-platform/)


• **Gale Digital Scholar Lab (Gale)** – Gale Digital Scholar Lab has been licensed for participating campuses. CDL is handling launch activities. Article forthcoming.

**Upcoming**

• **ACM Digital Library (ACM)** – ACM will be updating their platform in Summer 2019. CDL will handle transition activities.

• **CNKI (Eastview)** – CNKI will be moving to a new server and platform this summer. CDL will handle transition activities.

• **Diversity & Dissent (Reveal Digital)** – All UC members are now considered Sustaining Members of this collection. Content from this collection will start to become available to campuses in late 2019. CDL is handling launch activities.
- **Latin America Database (University of New Mexico)** – Gratis access to LADB will continue on the current platform for now. Original announcement at [https://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2018/04/25/latin-america-digital-beat-data-base-is-no-longer-updating-online-content/](https://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2018/04/25/latin-america-digital-beat-data-base-is-no-longer-updating-online-content/), and more information regarding ongoing access will be forthcoming once it’s received from the vendor.

- **Masterfile Premier New Ebook Content (Ebsco)** – New ebook content database(s) are being made available as part of our Masterfile/Primary Search/Middle Search subscriptions. CDL will handle launch activities.

- **Naxos (Naxos)** – Naxos will be updating their platform this summer. CDL will handle transition activities.

- **Multiple Gale Resources (Gale)** – Multiple Gale resources (currently 17th and 18th Century Burney Collection | Archives of Sexuality & Gender | Gale Literary Sources | Gale Primary Sources | Literature Resource Center | Nineteenth Century Collections Online | Nineteenth Century U.S. Newspapers | Sabin Americana, 1500-1926 | The Making of the Modern World | The Times Digital Archive | U.S. Declassified Documents Online) will be transitioning to a new Gale platform in Winter 2019. CDL will handle transition activities.